Participation of the 7AA ~ Meditations - Activations
Participation is completely REMOTE and in your own Personal Space and Time.
You will receive the FULL SET of audio activation transmissions, and all you have
to do is, simply relax and receive when you are ready.
IF you are unable to partake in the Meditation each day, it is ok…you can still
RECEIVE this REMOTE Energy Experience when you are ready. Time is irrelevant
to this Experience, giving you the ability to participate when you can.
The 7AA is a Sacred-Experience drawn from the Energy of these Light
Emanations, also known as the Angelic Assembly.
You will receive your Audio-Activations (approximately 20-50 minutes), to help
serve you in your Meditation. Each day we will be given gifts from an Angel
(Light Ray), offering us blessings and an insight of their Light Ray. They are an
Eternal and Everlasting Existence of the Omni Presence, delivering us Magical
and Alchemical Properties with much surprise.
WE are so grateful and excited for this next ENERGY EXPERIENCE. Even if we
do not mentally UNDERSTAND, with an Open and Receptive Heart we are fully
UNDERSTOOD.
Some may feel the Presence of their Essence immediately, and for others it may
be a slower process, but will be risen within over time. Either way, these 7 Days
of glorious connections, is something that we have long waited for. This Angelic
Assembly is an Awakening Activation and to help you Ascend into a Newer
Dimension offering Knowledge and Wisdom, Love and Light.
Each Angel will also Activate each of the Seven Seals (Chakras).
This Activation-Transmission is a fast approach to move through the density of
matter, that may be Conflicting the Codes wanting to be accessed for its greater
use within the Embodiment.

The Frequency of the Light Ray stimulates the embodiment while
opening space within, thus creating Ebb and Flow. These Light Rays are
a Powerful Burst that arouses sleeping and dormant codes, cells and collective
tissues struggling to be awakened.

It quickens and accelerates the process of the Embodiment to Emerge with
these Beautiful Light Rays, as a type of Mate-Matching, versus remaining
separated.
There will be an immense amount of frequency that will hover over each and
every one of us. IF you are able to partake and be present, we look forward
to being with you, as this truly feel like a Bonus or a Gift being presented. IF
you are unable to partake in this Energy Experience, please know that the
Light Emanations of these Angels are always with you, providing and placing
the Golden Rays Fuel within.
May you be Blessed in this New Beginning, as we continue the Quest in this
Journey Home.

Mary Martin ~ Guided Hands offers Energy Experiences to assist in Spiritual Activation’s, while
Awakening the Embodiment’s System during this Accessional Process. As a Minister, Messenger,
Medium, Mentor, Mediator, Muse and Modern-Day Mystic, Mary helps people connect to their
Spiritual Embodiment, through their Akashic Records, Activation's, Karmic Balancing,
Attunement's, Clearings, Healings, and Blessings by Teaching and Assisting one to raise and
maintain their own vibrational frequency. As a Humanitarian and Spiritual Teacher, she has
dedicated her life and abilities to helping people Worldwide and is committed in these services
through travels, healings, messages, teachings and charitable offerings as a Mother of Many.

